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l. The Background Facts 

The Plaintiff in this action is e'"ployed as the Senior Cashier in the States' 

Housing Department. She has been an employee in the Housing Department for 

some eight years. She is a civil servant. 

The allegatior~s made against the Plaintiff are serious. It must be stressed 

that they are allegations and this Court takes no view on whether they are justified 

allegations. 

On the 5th January 1989, the Housing c:Jepartment was moving office from 

Axminster House to Hilgrove House. The Plaintiff was away ill. Certain cheques 

were found in her desk during the course of the move. It appeared to those to 

whom the matter was referred that the Plaintiff has obtained cash through the 

staff cashing facilities. The cashier's paring-in sheets showed that £70 had been 

paid on one cheque dated the 16th November, 1988, and £150 had been paid out on 

the other cheque dated the 18th November, 1988, Further investigation revealed 

that the cheques had been withdrawn from the bundle which should have been sent 

for banking. Meetings were erranged and cencelled, telephone calls were made and 

not returned and letters sent and not replied to. It was only on the 18th January, 

1989, that an interview was able to take place between the Chef Inter~al Auditor, 

the F!naC~ce Manager and the Chief Executive Officer. :Juring the course of that 

interview the Plaintiff gave certain explanations, and further discrepancies came 

to light. The Plaintiff was told that she should return home on sick leave. When 

she returned to full health she would be suspended on full pay. 

On the 20th January, 1989, further cheques signed by the Plaintiff made 

payable to the Treasurer of the States were found: two in her desk and four in her 

personal purse. 

The ~onclusion drawn by the Defendant in this action is that the Plaintiff 

was obtaining cash from Housing Department funds against personal cheques and 

had retrieved those cheques from the Banking System thereb)' postponhg their 

preparation. This delay enabled her to arrange her personal affairs. As we have 

said these are allegations. 

The c:Jefendant, as the Plaintiff's employer, decided to hold a Disciplinary 

Hearing. The first hearing was set for Friday lOth March, 1989, but was cancelled 

as the Plaintiff's Advocate was not in the Island. There is some uncertainty in our 

minds as to the dates proposed for the adjourned Hearing and whether there were 

further adjournments but it certainly appears that a Hearing was due on the 19th 

i:l.pril, 1989. It was prevented by an Order of Justice obtained by the Plaintiff. 

That Order of Justice briefly sets out the facts. 

At paragraph 2 it says this: 

"The plaintiff is currently suspended from duty on full pay as a result of 
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certain criminal investigations in relation to her conduct at the Housing 

Department, which investigations have resulted in a charge of theft and a 

charge of criminally and fraudulently falsifying entries in the accounts of 

the Housing Department. The Plaintiff has not yet been presented before 

the Pollce Court of this Island in connection with the said charges and •t~ill 

enter a plea of not guilty to both of them at the appropriate time." 

It pleads that the Hearing wlll contravene rules of natural justice in that it 

may prejudice a fair hearing of the criminal proceedings, it contends that the 

Hearing will offend the principle "le Criminal tient le civil en etat" and it claims 

that holding the Hearing in advance of the crimir,al proceedings is 'ultra vires' the 

Defendant. 

The immediate interim injunction so obtained had the effect of: 

"(i) restraining the Defendant whether through its President, Chief 

Officer, agents, servants, employees or otherwise frorn convening any 

form of Disciplinary or other hearing in relation to the matters dealt 

with in this Order of Justice, until such time as criminal proceedings 

have reached a conclusion. 

(ii) restraining the Defendant whether t'lrough its President, Chief 

Officer, agents, servants, employees or otherwise from making any 

finding of fact and/or decision based on information in its possession 

in relation to the matters detailed in this Order of Justice, until such 

time as the said criminal proceedings have reached a conclusion. 

Z. The Prese'">t Proceedings. 

The Oefendant in this action applies today by summons to raise the 

injunctions and to have the Order of Justice struck aut on two alternative grounds: 

that it discloses no reasonable cause of action or is otherwise an abuse of the 

process of the Court. 

3. The Defendant objects on grounds of material non-disclosure at the time of 

the Plaintiff's appl!cation. 

It is well understood that in ex parte proceedings the obligations on the 

party making the application is absolute. Not only is the party under a duty not to 

mislead the Court i'"> any way by making untrue statements but, because the other 

side is not represented, he must disclose all matters within his knowledge which are 

material to the proceedings in hand and which tend to favour the absent party. 

An indication of the feeling of this Court was expressed by the Deputy 

Bailiff in Waiters & Others v. Bingham (1985- 1986) JLR 349 at 466 where he said: 

"Finally, we rn!ght say that it is clearly desirable that rules of court and/or 
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practice directlors of the Superior Number should be enacted t:J govern the 

issue of all lnterlo8utor)' or interim injunctions on ex parte applications. 

Despite our findings in the instant case, we consider it desirable that every 

application for such injunctions (other than in matrimonial causes, which are 

dealt with separately) should be supported by affidavit not merely 

confirming the truth of the contents of the Order of Justice but containing a 

full and frank disclosure of all material matters, particulars of the claim 

and the grounds thereof, and fairly stating the points made against it by the 

defendant; and that i'1 every such case the Order of Justice should contain 

an undertaking 'n damages." 

That was of course obiter and Mr. O'Connell referred us to an earlier 

passage-

"In our opinion, under the common law, the Bailiff and the Deputy 

Bailiff have an absolute discretion, when signing an Order of Justice, 

whether or not to grant an immediate interi'n injuc>ction. As a result of the 

Shelton case it ma)' be that there is now a practice direction that the Court 

will not consider applications to lift injunctions unless those applications are 

supported by affidavits, although we doubt the propriety of practice 

directions being issued by the Inferior Number in unreported judgments. In 

our opinion there is an urgent need for rules of court and/or practice 

directions of the Superior Number of the Royal Court to govern the issue of 

interim or interlocutory in; unctions. But we refrain fro'n issuing any." 

We find that the learned Bailiff had an absolute discretion, under the 

common law of Jersey, whether or not to grant the injunction in question. It 

may be that as a result of the decisions in Johnson Matthey Bankers Ltd. v. 

Arya Holdings Ltd, and, in particular, Trasco Intl. A.G. v. R.M. Mktg. Ltd., 

that a special regime now exists with regard to Mareva-type inju'1ctions but 

these are to be distinguished from interim or interlocutory injunctions at 

large. The custom has grown up, in recent years, whereunder the Bailiff or 

Deputy Bailiff, in order to protect themselves and prevent an abuse of their 

powers, have in the words of the Deputy Balliff in the Shelton case " ... in 

some cases, but not in all, depending on the circumstances, (required) the 

allegations in the Order of Justice to be substantiated by affidavits." That 

is a practice within their discretion and is not, in our opinion, a rule of law. 

Accordingly, in the instant case, the injunctions in the first Order of Justice 

are maintained. 

The burden of showing that the learned Bailiff would, on the merits, 

have refused to grant the injun8tion is on the applicant. As our decision of 

August 7th, 1986, shows, Mr. Bingha'l'l failed to satisfy us of this. We do not 
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propose to review all the affidavits that were before us but we were 

satisfied, having taken all the c:Jntent of all the affidavits into account and, 

in particular, that of Mr. Robert Derek Fox in relation to t~e use of the 

name "Theodore Goddard," that the interim l:1junctions should COf'ti:1ue until 

trial of the action and thereafter urti I final judgment. 

If we had felt constrained to dissolve the injunctions in the Order of 

Justice of July 18th, 1986, on the ground that they had been improperly 

o~tained, then, applying Yardlev & Co. Ltd. v. Hlgson (20) and Bovce v. Gill 

(4) and in the exercise of what we believe to be our inherent jurisdiction, we 

w:Juld have imposed new and identical injunctions." 

Whether or not an affidavit is necessary is irrelevant to the present case. 

There was an affidavit. If the Defendant wishes to have the injunction set aside he 

must, in the decision of Welters v. Bingham show, first that there had in fact been 

a material non-disclosure and second!}', that the injunction would not have been 

granted if all the facts had been made known at the time when the Order of Justice 

was signed. 

With this principle In mind .1\dvacate Whela'l proceeds to attack the Order of 

Justice and the Affidavit in support. 

He condemns paragraph 2 as being totally untrue, 

He further condemns the short affidavit sworn by the Plaintiff in support of 

the Order of Justice. In particular he relates paragraph 3 to paragraph 2 of the 

Order of Justice. 

Paragraph 3 reads:-

"It has not been :'lade clear to me why the Disciplinary Hearing 

cannot be stayed pending the conclusion of the criminal proceedings. It is 

my understanding that it is customary far States employees to be suspended 

on full pay when criminal charges are brought against the:n untll such time 

as the criminal matters have been resat ved" • 

. Advocate Whelan says that this contention is not sustainable. In 

consequence he says there was not a proper disclosure of a very material fact. His 

argument turns on the corres;2ondence in the Plaintiff's hands. That 

correspondence made it clear that the proposed Hearing was totally unconnected 

with the criminal proceedings. The Plaintiff had received a letter fra-n the States 

Personnel Department dated the 27th January, 1989, part of which reads as 

follows:-

"It has been confirmed that at the very least you borrowed, without 

autho~isation, sums of money fraC'l public funds by takirg advantage of your 

role as Senior Cashier at the Housing Department. You have bee:1 informed 
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by your Chief Offic:er, in a letter dated the 19th January 1989, that you are 

not to return to work until he specifically requests you to do so and that 

should your present sick leave end prior to that time you are suspended on 

full pay. You have further been informed that this is done in order that a 

full investigation can be completed and that circumstances are such that the 

States of Jersey Police have had to be informed." 

Had the matter stopped there the Defendant. might have been in some 

difficulty. The Plaintiff is suspicious as to who is going to complete the "full 

investigation ... "Matters become much clearer if we read further letters that the 

Plaintiff received. 

Two are very much in point. On the 28th February, 1989, the Employee 

Relations Manager wrote this:-

"] am left now with no option but to suspend you without pay with 

effect from 1st !v1arch, 1989 pending the outcome of a Disciplinary Hearing 

which I will now set up. I will write to advise )'OU of the date, time and 

venue of the Hearing11
• 

and on the 8th March this:-

"A Disciplinary Hearing was set up for 12.00 noon, Friday lOth 

March, 1989, at which the allegations made against )'OU were to be 

considered. The allegation is that you used your position as Chief Cashier at 

the Housing Department, without authority, to borrow public monies by 

cashing cheques which you subsequently intercepted and delayed in being 

presented until such time as you chose. This allegation is regarded as an act 

of gross misconduct for which an employee is liable to be dismissed without 

notice for the first offence." 

The Defendant submits that any doubt whatsoever is finally put to rest in a 

letter from the Chief Executive Officer to Mr. O'Connell date the lOth April, 1989. 

The relevant part of that letter reads as follows:-

"The case to be considered by the Disciplinary Board will not relate 

to the charges of theft and false accounting which are the subject of 

criminal charges. The case to be considered by the Board is as fcllows:-

1. Miss Wood is employed as the Senior Cashier in the Housing 

Department. 

z. The Senior Cashier in the Housing Department is responsible for 

receiving, checking, reconciling and banking all monies due to that 

department. 

3. Miss Wood has admitted to the States' Chief Internal Auditor and to 

one of his assistants that between June and November 1988 she had 
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been cashing cheques with the Housing Department Cashiers but 

when they came through to her for banking she had not banked them. 

She had explained that she woulc obtain the cash to replace cheques 

by cashing a further cheque, norcnally at the month end, to buy some 

time as she knew that the bank would not hon:~ur the original cheque 

if it were presented. She also admitted to replacing cheques with 

cheques. Miss Wood made a similar admission to my Employee 

Relations Manager. 

4. This unauthorised borrowing from public funds is clearly a most 

serious breach of trust and as such puts her i'1 breach of her contract 

of employment. Our formal position is that, at Common Law, we 

owe Miss Wood nothing from the day upon which she ad':litted the 

actions which constituted a breach of trust and placed her in breach 

of contract of employment i.e, the 13th February 1989. Any 

payments made since that date are completely without prejudice to 

that position." 

The omission of that letter from the facts that were before the Deputy 

Bailiff when taken with the statements which we have given above from the Order 

of Justice and !ts supporting affidavit were fatal to the application. 

Not so, says Advocate O'Connell. He had to obtain his injunctions very late 

in the day under very considerable time restraints. The Defendant had refused any 

further adjourn'T1ent of the proposed Disciplinary Hearing w';ich was set for 

Wednesday 19th April, 1989. He obtained his injunction late on Tuesday 18th April, 

1989, His mind was concentrated on the paragraph in the letter of the 27th 

January, 1989. That his suspicions were well grounded is shown by the affidavit 

sworn by the Housing Officer (one of two affidavits in support of the present 

application). In that affidavit Mr. Pine! said (at paragraph 6): "That the question 

whether or not the Plaintiffs admitted conduct is to be categorised as dishonest or 

even criminal is of no immediate relevance to me". The statemer1t attached to the 

affidavit is no more or less than the statement that he had made to the Po!ice for 

the purpose of the criminal proceed! ngs. That as a statement of fact may well be 

so, but Mr. Pinel's affidavit was made on 25th April, 1989, and the injunctions 

were obtained on the 18th April, 1989. Whilst Mr Pinel's affidavit and its 

supporting statement may help to further the grounds of complaint that is beside 

the point. We do not consider that a full disclosure was made to the Deputy 

Bailiff. Whether or not the information contained in the letter of the lOth April, 

1989, would have affected his dedsion we do not know. We ~an only say that he 

should have had an opportunity to consider it. Indeed on the 11th April, 1989, a 

further statement was made to the 0 laintiff:-
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"The allegation is that you used your position as Chief Cashier at the 

Housing Department, without authority, to borrow public monies by cashing 

cheques which you subsequently irterc:epted and delayed in being presented unti! 

such time as you chose. This allegation is regarded as an ac:t of gross rrisconduct 

for which an employee is liable to be disrT'issed without notice for the first 

offence." 

Constraints of time can'lot, in our view, be called in aid in this matter. A.dvocate 

O'Connell had a clear obli;ation to the Court and to his opposite number who was not 

present at the hearing before the Deputy Bailiff by the very nature of the a~pllcation. 

There are, however, i"1portarJt matters raised before us on this application. One of these, 

which we deal with later, is the fact that two of the four officers who will sit on the 

Disciplinary !-leering may be principnl witnesses in the criminal trial. If that had been 

pleaded in the Order of Justice it might well have been sufficient in itself to move the 

Deputy Bailiff to grant the inju'1ctions. It might well be that there is sufficient matter in 

the Order of Justice even with the total exclusion of the offending paragraph 2 to have 

enabled the Deputy Bailiff to graC\t the injunctions. The flaw then is perhaps not entirely 

fatal because if we have regard to Waiters v. Bingi-Jam at page 459 the Deput]' Bailiff said: 

"It appears to us that the only conclusi0'1S to be drawr, from those directly 

conflicting aut!oorities which were cited to us and to which we have referred at 

same length are that where there has not been full and frank disclosure and thus 

the injunction has been improperly obtained, it will be discharged; that the court 

can and probably should refuse to grant a new injunction in order to mark its 

disapproval and, so to speak, punish the plaintiff, and in special cases, such as 

Mareva injur>ctions and A.nton Pillar orders, this will almost inevitably be the 

result; but that the court does have the power, in the exercise of its discretion, to 

discharge the improperly-obtained order and grant a new injunction in the same 

terms." 

We can see that, in the majority of cases, finding that an interim order was 

improperly obtained would eventually lead to it being discharged. We must say that we do 

not for one moment believe that Advocate O'Connell was deliberately 'llisleading the 

Court; he was concentrating at very si,ort notice an a particular and important aspect of 

the case. No breath of criticism is voiced by this Court against him. Given time he 

might well have reached the same decision as us. T'lis is an exceptional case. We do not 

wish by the decision that we are a!:>out to make to encourage the indolent or to give any 

motivation to those who will appear in future ex parte applications to be other than 

a!:>solutely fair handed and disciplined in their obllgations to their absent opponents. The 

Court expects full disclosure to be made, just as the Court expects cou'1sel to give it all 

relevant legal authority even if that authority is harmful to the case that they are 
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making. It is not the case of accepting an explanation from counsel - we have had to 

examine the circumstances surrounding the application with great care. It is because of 

the matters raised in this applicaUon which are of some constitutional ifT'portance that we 

are going to exercise our inherent jurisdiction (as decided in Waiters v. Bingham) to 

discharge the injuf1ctio11s and immediately to impose new and identical injunctions. 

4. Does the Order of Justice disclose a cause of action? 

The Defendant's argument on this point can be summarised in this way. Advocate 

Whelan says t'lat an injunction is not a cause of action but a remedy. 

As David Bean says in his work Injunctions (4th Edition) "provided that the 

applicant has a substantive cause of action, the court's discretion to grant or refuse an 

injunction is almost unlimited". This remedy is only to be granted in sl!pport of and 

ancillary to a cause of action. For this reason he argues that the Plaintiff has no cause of 

action; there are, he says, no substantive proceedings. In support of his contention he 

cites .Abbot Industries Incorporate v. Warner (1985- 86 JLR 375) where the Deputy Bailiff 

said at page 376. 

"The defendants seek a discharge of the injunctions, and effectively a 

dismissal of the action on the ground that no substantive cause of action is alleged, 

and that an injunction cannot stand alone, but must be linked to substantive relief. 

We are satisfied that in order to obtain an interim injunction the plaintiff has to 

allege a clear and unequivocal substantive claim to the moneys sought to be 

injuncted. Unlike many of the cases cited to us, the question raised here is not a 

juris::!ict;onal one, because this court has jurisdiction where the first defendant was 

served in Jersey, and the second defendant is a Jerse)' registered company. The 

only question is whether the action can proceed where the only claim is for an 

interim injunction and there is no substantive claim. We are satisfied, on the 

authorities submitted to us, that a "~-'lareva" type injunction, as this is, is 

completely ancillary to a claim. A.n injunction can be granted only in support of a 

legal or equitable right pursued with the jurisdiction of this Court. 

In Siskina v. Distos Cia. Naviera S.A. (1) which is of considerable persuasive 

authority, Lord Diplock said tt·js (1977) 3 ;"Jl E.R. at BZ4): 

'A right to obtain an interlocutory injunction is not a cause of action. It 

cannot stand on its own. It is dependant (sic) on tr,ere being a pre-existing cause of 

action against the defendant arising aut of an invasion, actual or threatened, by 

him of a legal or equitable right of the plaintiff for the enforcement of which the 

defendant is acnenable to the jurisdiction of the court. The right to obtain an 

interlocutory injunction is merely ancillary and incidental to tr,e pre-existing cause 

of action. It is granted to preserve the status quo pending the ascertainment 
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by the court of the rigi1ts of the parties and the grant to the plaintiff of the relief 

to which his cause of action entitles him, which may or may out include a final 

injunction.' 

In this actio'l, the injunction is not sought pending an action in this court. At 

the hearing on Friday last, Mr. Dorey claimed that the present action was ancillary 

to an existing cause of actio'1 in the New Yorks courts. When yesterday it became 

clear, on the authorities, that there must be an existing cause of action in Jersey, 

he shifted ground and claimed that tl,e Protection of the plaintiff's alleged 

proprietary interest in the moneys in question is itself a substantive cause of 

action. We cannot accept that argume'"\t. The injunction is the protectio'l. But the 

injunction cannot itself be the substantive cause of action. This court has a broad 

discretionary jurisdiction to grant i'ljunctic'ls, but there must be llmites, and we 

accept that there is one overriding requlre!"'1ent: the applicant onust have a cause of 

actioCJ in law e'ltitling him to substantive relief. An injunction is not a cause of 

action (like a tort or breach of contract) but a remedy (like damages)." 

The facts of that case of course differ from the present case. The Court there was 

dealing with Mareva injunctions whlcl, are granted to prevent a defenda'lt from removing 

assets from the jurisdiction or frorry disoosing or dealing with them w!thin t~e jurisdiction 

in such a way as to frustrate execution brougt,t or to be brought by the plaintiff. The 

Abbot Industries case was exceptional in any event. It involved a question of whether 

there was a cause of action in Jersey when proceedings had not yet been bro:.Jg!"lt in New 

York. The purpose of obtaining the injunction was that it was intended to ~eek to enforce 

any eventual and favourable New York court judgment in t'"'is Court to de'Tland repayment 

of the previously enjoined monies. We can see that with that scenario the action was 

doomed to failure. We can see a clear distinction between that case and the present case. 

Because Advocate Whe!an cited to us the case of American Cvanamid Co. -v

Ethicon Limited (1975) AC 396 we ca"l best record the important principles in that case by 

reciting a passage from the White Book where a succinct summary is set out. It is found 

U'lder 29 at page 472. 
11 Order 29/1/2 General principles • The usual purpose of an interlocutory injunction 

is to preserve the 'status quo' until the rights of the parties have been determined 

in the action. The injunction will alrrost always be negative in form, to restrain the 

defendant fro"' doing some act. Very exceptionally it rray be mandatory, requiring 

an act to be done; see para 29/l/5. A cress undertaking from the plaintiff to be 

answerable in damages if the injunction pr8Ves to have been wrongly granted is 

almost always required; see para 29/1/12. 
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The principle to be applied in applications for ~,nter!oc:utory 

injunctions have been authoritatively explained by Lord Dlplock in ;American 

Cyana,-,id Co. v. Ethicon Ltd. (1975) A.C. 396; (1975) All E.R. 504 H.L. They 

may be summa!"!sed as follows: 

(l) T>,e plaintiff must establish that he has a good arguable claim to the 

right he seeks to protect; 

(2) The Court must not atte'1'1pt to decide this claim on the affidavits; it 

is enough if the plaintiff shows that there is a serious questi8n to be tried. 

(3) If ti->e plaintiff satisfies these tests, the grant or refusal of an 

injunction is a for matter the exercise of the court's discretion on the 

balance of convenience. 

These principles are less rigorous than those which were previously 

applied, and which required higher proof from the plai'ltiff. They thus 

increase the court's jurisdiction to grant relief. But whether this relaxation 

greatty affects the result is :11ore doubtful; the balance of convenience may 

often be tipped in favour of the part)' who seems to have the better case; 

see, e.g. American Cyanamid Ca. supra, p. 409; Manchester Corpo~ation v. 

Connctly (1970) Ch. 420 (1970) I All E .R. 961. This consideration may be of 

particular importance in cases, such as passing-off actions, where the 

interlocutory proceedings may be practically decisive; see, for contrasting 

examples, Alfred Dun hill Ltd. v. Sunoptlc S.A. (1979) F .s.R. 337 and 

Newsweek Inc. v. British Broadcasting Corporation (1977) R.P.C. 441 where 

the strength or weakness of the parties cases turned the day." 

Bean en Injunctions puts it this way-

"The decision of the House of Lords in American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon 

Ltd (1975) AC 396 clarified, or (in the opinion of some practitioners) 

revolutionised, the approach of the courts to interlocutory applications i'1ter partes 

far prohibitory injunctions. The guidelines laid down by Lord Diplock are regarded 

as the leading source of law on the subject, although, as the Court of Appeal point 

out in Carne v Global Natural Resources plc (1984) l All ER 225 they are based on 

the proposition that there wlll be a trial on the merits at a later stage when the 

rights of the parties will be deter~lned: and in reality this only happers in a very 

small percentage of cases. 

The guidelines may be conveniently discussed under the following headings: 

(a) a serious question to be tried: 

(b) inadequacy cf damages: 

(c) the balance of convenience: 

(d) special cases. 

Advocate O'Connel appeared to us to be reluctant to meet t'lis argument head-on 

but nonetheless we are quite unable to hold that there is no substai'lable :ause of action 
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set aut in the Order of Justice. If we summarise the facts in it we can see that there is 

no substance in the criticism. There is an employer who wishes to discipline an employee. 

A Disciplinary Hearing has been arranged. A criminal prosecution has been instigated. 

The Plaintiff wishes to protect her cefence (whatever if may be) until the cricr:lnal triaL 

She does not wish to diBdose what might be a weak but acceptable defence. She cnay wish 

to preserve her absolute right u11der the le•.v to remain silent. She invokes the maxi•n "le 

criminal tient le civil en etat". She calls in aid the great principle of Natural Justice. She 

even argues that to hold a DiscipEnary Hearing l" adva:1ce of the crimi'1al proceedings is 

ultra vires the Defendant. Without in any way attempting to test the mer!ts of these 

several arguments at this stage of the judgment we have no doubt that a cause of action 

sufficient to support an injunction is shown in the Order of Justice. 

5. If we allow the DisclpHnary Hearing to proceed will we prejudice the Criminal 

Trial? ---
We now come to the very quintessence of the matter before us. The Plaintiff 

argues that because of the Civil Service Administration (General)(Jersey) Rules, 1949, the 

Defendant cannot dismiss the Plaintiff except on grounds set out therein. 

The Rules (called Orders under the Law) were made in pursuance of the Civil 

Service Administration (.Jersey) Law, 1948, the headnote of which reads:-

" A LAW to provide for the constit~tion of a Civil Service Board to administer 

certain matters connected with the civil service of the Island end to prcvide for 

the making of rules in relation to the matters aforesaid, sanctioned by Order of His 

Majesty in Council of the 2nd June, 1948". 

Advocate O'Cnnnell told us that there was no power to dismiss a Civil Servant 

summarily under these Rules. He asked us to examine the causes for dismissal in Part IV 

of the Rules under the heading 'Rules for conduct of Staff:-

T here are three -

"Rule 10 

Rule l3 

Rule 20 

(1) No officer shall demand or receive a fee or reward of any !<ind in 

respect of any assistance or information given to the public on official 

matters either within or outside the place of employment, or obtain any 

material advantage or benefit by reason of his official relations with the 

public. 

(2) Any officer infric;ging this Rule shall be liable to dis"lissal. 

(1) No officer shall, without the consent of the Corn"littee of the States 

concerned, make public in any newspaper or periodical or otherwise any 

official communication or information which may have co"le to his 

knowledge in his official capacity. 

(2) Any officer infringing this Rule shall be liable to dismissal. 

,Ll.ny officer convicted of an offence of such a nature as to indicate 

that his continued employment would be prejudicial to the interests of the 

civil service, shall be liable to dismissal!' 
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Advocate Whelan counters this argument by saying that the Rules are not a 

complete code and were never intended to be. In any event the leglslature does not intend 

changes in the common law unless it expressly says so. He referred us to the Engllsh case 

of rlarris & Shepherd v. Couraoe (Eastern) Limited (1982) 1 RLR 509 where the Court of 

Appeal held according to the headnote as follows:-

"The majority of the Employment Appeal Tribunal had not erred in holding 

that the respondents had acted reasonably in disrnissing the appellants on grounds 

of suspected theft prior to their cri"1inal trial, notwithstanding that the emplorees 

had been advised not to give evidence before the trial for the purposes of the 

company's internal disciplinary proceedings and had therefore not been heard. 

The Appeal Tribunal majority had correctly held that although it is essential 

that the employer should afford the employee the opportunity of givir.g his 

explanation and he should be made to realise that the employer is contemplating 

dismissal, there is no hard and fast rule that, once a man has been charged, an 

employer cannot dis"'liss him for an alleged theft if the emplo)'ee is advised to say 

nothing until the trial in the crlrninal proceedings so that, if the employee chooses 

not to give a statement at that stage, the reasonable employer is entitled to 

:::onslder whether the material he has is sufficlentlr indicative of guilt to justify 

dismissal without waiting. 

On the evidence, the present case was one where the evidence was not only 

sufficiently indicative but strongly indicative of the employees' guilt. Therefore, 

the fact that the appellants, apparently on advi:::e, did not give evidef1cc should not 

have inhibited the e,"nployers from making up their minds. They were fully 

entitled to act as they did." 

It does seem strange to us that a Civil Servant employee could not be dismissed -

even summarily dismissed - if the circumstances justified it. We say this despite the 

careful affidavit of the Chairman of the Staff of the Jersey Civil Service Council. This 

affidavit was handed to us during the hearing and we ac:::epted it. We cannot help noting 

that some of the material facts set out concerning rights of t\ppeal and rights to 

Arbitration were hotly disputed by Advocate Whelan. We are nc:Jt saying that dismissal in 

this case is justified. We take no view. We only say that we cannot see how the argument 

of the Plaintiff can be sustained in this regard. It would seem to us very unusual, to say 

the least, if a Civil Servant were physically to assault his Head of Department without 

justification and then to be able to claim that he was not liable to instant dismissal. We 

can see no reason to disthguish the case of Sinclair v. Neighbour (1966) 2QB 279 on the 

basis that this is not a master and servant relationship. In that case Davies LJ said:-

"With the greatest respect to the judge, I think that he fell into error in 
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attaching too much weight to the label and not enough to the facts. The facts 

were established. The fact that the manager took the money from his employer's 

till behind his back knowing that the employer WOuld not consent was establis'"led; 

and it seems to me t'"lat it does not really matter Very much whether that justifies 

the label "dishonest" or not. The judge oug!-Jt to have gone on to consider whether 

even if falling short of dishonesty the manager's conduct was nevertheless conduct 

of such a grave and weighty character as to amount to a breach cf the conf:dential 

relationship between master and servant, such as Would render the servant unfit for 

continuance in the master's employment and give the master the right to discharge 

him immediately. 

In my judgment, on the facts of this case the manager's condLICt clearly fell 

within that latter category; and I have no doubt at all that the employer was, 

therefore, entitled to dismiss him. 

I would merely add something on another point made by Mr. Bruce for the 

employer. The judge, as I have said, came to the conclusion that the manager's 

conduct was quite reprehensible and that, had the judge been the master in similar 

circumstances, he would himself have dismissed the manager instantly. 

Nevertheless, the j·~dge, having come to the conclUsion that he did, went on to hold 

that the manager was entitled to £68, which was four weeks' wages, in lieu of 

notice, plus commission fo!' the appmpriate period. It does seem to me to throw a 

most tremendous burden on an employer, who finds that his servant has been guilty 

of "reprehensible, foolish, improper, misguided conduct," that he must either leave 

him in office for whatever is the appropriate period of notice, when~ concessis he 

is unfit for the office, or alternatively, give him wages in lieu of notice, and, 

semble, pay somebody else to do the job. That would seem, in the circumstances of 

this case, to be a wholly unreasonable position for the master to be forced into. I 

agree that the appeal succeeds." 

We find those words entirely apposite. 

we have of course considered the extract from Chitty on Contracts 25 Ed. p.37 

which reads:-

"The right to be heard on dismissal from public employment. Certain 

employees whose employment is in some sense public employment or involves the 

tenure of an office are entitled to the application of the principles of natural 

justice before they can dismissed. The category of employees so entitled is 'lOt yet 

clearly defind but seems to include employees who are holders of a tenured office 

or whose employ:nent takes place under the authority and regulation of a statute or 

other constituent instru:nent giving it a public nature. Where the employee has 

this protection, remedies of a public law nature may be available to 
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invalidate a dismissal not carried out in accordance with the principles of 

natural justice." 

We have also considered the helpful passage frorr> Malloch v. ~~s!!:_~_££!J:l.<:Jl~ls!.f"l 

(1971) 1 WLR 1578 where Lord Wilberforce (for this is a judg'""ent of the House of Lords) 

said at page 1566:-

"ln Ridge v. Balwin (1964) A.C. 40 Lord Reid developed the point in an 

illuminating way. Cases of dismissal, he said, at p. 65. appear to fall irtto three 

classes. First, there are pure master and servant cases - these are governed by 

the law of contract and there is no right to be heard. 

"But this kind of case can rese.,b!e dimissal from an office where the 

body employing the man is under some statutory or other restriction as to 

the kind of contract which it can make with its servants, or the grounds an 

which it can dismiss them." 

Secondly, there are cases where an office is held at pleasure (I shall return 

to this category). P..nd, thirdly, there is the case where a man cannct be dismissed 

unless there is something against hi"n- in this he has a right to be heard. 

On the other hand, there are some cases where the distinction has been lost 

sight of, and where the mere allocation of the label - master and servant - has been 

thought decisive against an administrative law remedy. 

One such, which I refer to because it may be thought to have some 

relevance here, is Vidyodaya University Council v. Silva (1965) 1 W.L.R. 77, 

concerned with a university professor, who was dismissed without a hearir,g, He 

succeeded before the Supreme Court of Ceylon in obtaining an order for certiorari 

to quash the decision of the University, but that judgment was set aside by the 

Privy Council on the ground that the relation was that of master and servant to 

which the remedy of certiorari had no application. It would not be necessary or 

appropriate to disagree with the procedural or even the factual basis on which this 

decision rests: but I must confess that l could not follow it in this country in so far 

as it involves a denial of any remedy of administrative law to analogous 

employments. Statutor)' provisions similar to these on which the employment 

rested would tend to show, to 'llY mind, in England or in Scotland, that it was one 

of a sufficiently public character, or one partaking sufficiently of the nature of an 

office, to attract appropriate remedies of administrative Jaw." 

Even on a cursory reading of the papers the Defendant does appear to us to have 

gone some considerable way to applying the rules of Natural Justice. The Plain::lff has 

been given an opportunity to explain herself and now she is offered the further 

opportunity, should she so wish, to give a satisfactory explanation for conduct which, on 
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the face of it, is unacceptable anc' is tho11ght by the Defendant tc be unacceptable. 

If we want to reach the Very stuff cf the argument between the parties we have 

only to turn to a case upon which both parties relied in support of .their respective 

contentions. It is qv BBC ~ parte ' aval!e 1982 (lCR 99) QBD. The whole judgment is 

particularly useful but it is these passages to which we wotJld particularly refer:-

11lf an emplo;.--ee makes an application to a domestic tribunal to ad;our:-; its 

proceedings until after the conclusio,-, of criminal proceedings on the basis that the 

c~ntinuation of the dis~iplinary proceedings ·would prejudice criminal proceedings, 

t 11at application should be symoathetically considered by the tribunal. If it ccmes 

to the conclusion tfrat the employ·ee will suffer real prejudice if the domestic 

proceedings continue, t11en unless there is good reason fer nat doing so, the 

d!sciplinary proceedi'19s should be adjourned. However, if the disciplinary tribunal 

does not adjourn in such circumstances should the court intervene, and if so, in 

wfrat circumstances? 

Although I was not referred to any case dealing with disciplinary tribunals, I 

was referred to two authorities which I regard as providing very considerable 

ass!stRnce, both as to vvhat the attitude af disciplinary tribunals should be and what 

the attitude of the courts should be. The first was Jeffersor:: v. 8het~Ch§! (1979) 1 

W .L.R. 898. Tl1at case concerned the possible conflict between ci vi! and criminal 

proceedings in the courts. The passage in t~egaw L.J.'s judgment, whicr I find of 

particular assistance, reads, at p. 904: 

"The reasot1 given !:ly Forbes J. for granting the adjournment of the 

Order 14 application or the stay of the acticn (whichever it may have been) 

appears from the notes of judgment. Hadng referred to Wonder Heat Ptv. 

Ltd v. Bishop (1960) V.O... 489, the judge went on: 'Ui<e the Australian judge, 

I take the view that if there be a good defence there is no harm ir, producing 

it. But that is not the law. T'1e defendant is entitled to keep silent. That 

seems to me to be fundamental and that right is not to be eroded by a side 

wind.' 

"As I ur1derstand it, the judge based his decisio'l on the view that 

there is an establ;shed principle of Jaw that, if criminal proceedings are 

pending against a defendant in respect of tfre same subject matter, he, the 

defendant, is entitled to be excused from taking in the civil action any 

pr::>cedural step, which step would, in the ordirary way, be necessary or 

desirable for hi•n to take in furtherance of his defence !n the civil ac:tion, if 

that step would, or might, have the result of disclosing, in whole or in part, 

what his defence is, or is likely to be, in the criminal proceedings. Mr. 
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Owen in this court submitted that that is the general rule which ought to be 

followed. He did not, as I understand it, submit that it was an invariable or 

inflexible rule which would deprive the court of any discretion if the 

matters which I have mentioned were established. Wlth the view, if it were 

put forward, that this is an established principle of law, l would respectfully 

but firmly disagree. There is no such principle of law. There is no 

authority which begins to support it, other than, to a limited extent, Wonder 

Heat Ptv. Ltd. v. Bishop (1960) V.R. 489 wrich with great respect, I should 

not be prepared to follow, if indeed it does purport to Jay down such a 

principle. I do not think that it does. 

"1 should be prepared to accept that the court whl ~h is competent to 

control the proceedings in the civil action, whether it be 8 master, a judge, 

or this court, would have a discretion, under section 41 of the Supreme 

Court of Judicature (Consolidation) Act 1925, to stay the proceedings, if it 

appeared to the court that justice - the balancif1g of justice between the 

parties - so required, having regard to the concurrent criminal proceedings, 

and taking into account the principle, which applies in the criminal 

proceeding itself, of what is sometimes referred to as the ':ight of silence' 

and the reason why that rigi">t, under the Jaw as it stands, is a right of a 

defendant in criminal proceedings. But in the civil court it would be a 

matter of discretio~, and not of right. There is, 1 say again, in my judgment, 

no principle of law that a plaintiff in a civil action is to be debarred from 

pursuing that action in accordance with the normal rules for the conduct of 

ci vi! actions merely because so to do would, or might, result in the 

defendant, If he wished to defend the action, having to disclose, by an 

affidavit under Order 14, or in the pleading of his defence, or by way of 

discovery or otherwise, what his defence is or may be, in whole or in part, 

with the result that he might be giving 8!1 indication of what his defence was 

likely to be in the contemporaneous criminal proceedings. The protection 

which is at present given to one facing a criminal charge - the so-called 

'right of silence• -does not extend to give the defendant as a matter of right 

the sa'"lle protection in conte'"!lporaneous civil proceedings." 

That passage was of course the basis of Mr. O'Connel!'s argument on this aspect. 

Both counsel went on to rely heavily on a passage further on In the judgment -and I 

will read further than Advocate O'Connell did. The passage starts at page 114 where the 

trial judge is drawing from an earlier judgrr'ent of Megaw LJ in the case of Jeferson v. 
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Bhetch (1979) 1WRR 898. I read from letter H -

"Of course, one factor to be taken into account, and it may well be a 

very important factor, is whether there is a real danger of the causing of 

injustice in the crL'11inal proceedings. There may be cases - no doubt there 

are - where that discretion should be exercised. ln my view it would be 

wrong and undesirable to attempt to define in the abstract what are the 

relevant factors. By way of example, a relevant factor telling favour of a 

defendant might well be the fact the civil action, or some step in it, would 

be likely to obtain such publicity as might sensibly be expected to reach, and 

to influence, persons who would or might be jurors in criminal proceedings. 

It may be that, if the criminal proceedings were likely to be heard in a very 

short time (such as was the fact in the Wonder Heat case in the Victoria 

Supreme Court) it would be fair and sensible to postpone the hearing of the 

civil action. It might be that it could be shown, or inferred, that there was 

some real - not merely notional - danger that the disclosure of the defence 

in the civil action would, or might, lead to a potential miscarriage of justice 

in the criminal proceedings, by, for example, enabling prosecution witnesses 

to prepare a fabrication of evidence or by leading to interference with 

witnesses or in some other way." 

Everything which Megaw L.J. said in regard to civil proceedings, it 

seems to me, can be applied to disciplinary proceedings. 

The other case from which I obtained assistance is Harris (Ipswich) 

Ltd v Harrison (1978) I.C.R. 1256. In that case Phillips J. gave the judgment 

of the appeal tribunal. He said, at p. 1259: 

"He submits that Carr v. Alexander Russell Ltd (1975) I.R.L.R. 49, 

upon which the industrial tribunal relied, similarly applied the wrong test, 

and that this error was followed ln the Court of Session when that decision 

was approved; (1976) I.R.L .R. 220. We do not accept this criticism of Carr 

v. Alexander Russell Ltd.,which seems to us to be accordance with the 

general law as it has been applied in England and Wales and in Scotland, and 

as it is now approved in the Court of Appeal and possibly in the Court of 

Session. However, upon one point in the judgment in that case, we take a 

somewhat different view. In that case, both in the industrial tribunal and in 

the Court of Session, it is suggested to be improper after an employee has 

been arrested and charged with a criminal offence alleged to have been 

committed in the course of his employment, for the employer to seek to 

question him when the matter of dismissal is under consideration. While we 
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can see that tilere are practical difficulties, and that care is necessary to do 

noth!ng to prejudice tile subsequent trial, we do not t'1ink that there is 

anything in the law of England and Wales to prevent an employer in such 

circumstances before dismissing an employee fro'n discussing the matter 

with the employee or his representative; indeed, it seems to us that it is 

proper to do so. What needs to be discussed is not so much the alleged 

offence as the action which the employer Is proposing to take. 

"It is often difficult for an employer to know what is best to do in a 

case of this kind, particularly where the ecr:ployee elects to go for trial. 

Ur>fortunately it may be many months before the trial takes place, and it is 

often impratical for the employer to wait until the trial takes place before 

making some decision as to the future of the emplcyee so far as his 

er'lployment is concerned. At first sight those not fa'"l1iliar with thE' problem 

tend to say that it is wrong to dismiss the employee u,-,til his guilt has been 

established. Further experience shows that this is impractical. In the first 

place, quite apart from guilt, involvement in the alleged criminal offence 

often involves a serious breach of duty or discipline. The cashier charged 

with a till offence, guilty or not, is often undoubtedly in breach of company 

rules in the way in which the till has been operated. The employee who 

removes goods from the premises, guilty or not, is often in breach of 

company rules in taking his employer's goods from the premises without 

express permission; and it is irrelevant to that matter that a jury may be in 

doubt whether he intended to steal them. Such examples could be 

multiplied. What it is right to do will depend on the exact circumstances, 

including the employer's disciplinary code. Sometimes it may be right to 

dismiss the e'T'ployee, sometimes to retain him, sometin;es to suspend him 

on full pay, and sometimes to suspend him without pay. The size of the 

employer's business, the nature of that business and the number of 

employees are also relevant factors. It is icnpossible to lay down any hard 

and fast rule. It is all a matter for tloe judgment of the industrial tribunal". 

ln the above passage from his judgment, Phillips J. was dealing with the 

matter in the context of w'<ether or not dism1ssal was unfair. However, his 

approach strongly suggests that there should be no automatic interventi:Jn by the 

court. Bearing in mind that if the court does not intervene, the employee still has 

the choice whether to co-operate with the disciplinary proceedings or not, and the 

employee will still be entitled to contend that his dismissal was wrongful or unfair 

in the subsequent proceedings ':lefore the court or an industrial tribunal, it seems to 

me that while the court must have jurisdiction to intervene to prevent a serious 

injustice occurri,.,g, it will only do so in very clear cases in which the 
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applicant can show that there is a real danger and not merely a notional danger 

that there would be a miscarriage of justice in the criminal proceedir>gs if the 

court did not intervene." 

In dismissing the application Woolf J. made certain comments which sound to us 

particularly applicable in the present facts before. He said at page 117: 

"Furthermore, approaching tha matter in the way indicated by Megaw L-.1. 

and Phillips J. I have considerable reservations as to whether or not there was any 

risk of a real injus~ice to the applicant in this case. The proceedings before Mr. 

Singer were to be in r:rivate. The applicant had already on February 2 given a 

version of events which was presumabl)' substantially true. Although a witness 

from the B.B.C. was to be an important witness at the crir1inal trial, it is fanciful 

to suggest that he would fabricate his evidence to incrh1inate the applicant in 

some dishonest rranner. Finally, the matters which are going to have to be proved 

in the criminal proceedings are much ~ore extensive than those in disciplinary 

pr::>ceedings. In disciplinary proceedings the removal of the tapes to where they 

were found would be sufficient to establish a disciolinary offence in the contention 

of the B.B.C ." 

If the Plaintiff is to succeed she will need to demonstrate a real danger of injustice 

being caused by reason af the Disciplinary Hearing preceeding the criminal prC!ceedings. 

,1\dvocate Whelan reminded us of a letter that he sent to .A,dvooate D'Connell on 25th 

l',pril, 1969. That undertaking was in these terms:-

"! write to offer you the Defendant's undertaking that no publicity would be 

given to any disciplinary proceeding taken by it against your client, the Plaintiff. 

In particular the outcome of those proceedings would not be revealed to any party 

other than Committees of the States, and then only on a "need to know basis". 

Advocate O'Connell replied in a closely argued letter on the 27th A,pril, 1989. He 

repeated his fears on the prejudice point. His final paragraph sums up the matter: 

''Finally, even assuming that there is absolute confidentially as to the 

outcome, there is always the risk that it will be disclosed at the trial, either 

deliberately by the prosecution, or inadvertently by same ether means. Even if 

the Crown were to offer an undertaking not to adduce evidence of the o'.!tcome of 

tl1e hearing, there is no conceivable way that all prosecution witnesses could be 

bound to retrai!l from mentior>ing it". 

We were told that the Disciplinary Hearing would be in private, no note would be 

taken of the proceedings and that, coupled with the terms of the undertaking, would be 

more than sufficient to all'2y any fears that the Plaintiff might have. 

Advocates O'Connell reminded us that no man may be a judge in his own cause. He 

drew the analogy in the fact that three members of the proposed Hearing are to be 

principal witnesses for the prosecut!nn. We fee! t'lat we cannct follcw the logic of that 
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argument. We would not wish to stretch the meaning of the rule out longer. We have 

however more sympathy when it is said that however solemn the undertaking and however 

careful the restraints, in a small lsland such as this, publicity ls inevitable. lt might be a 

remote case but the very possibility that a member of the Jury (if the matter comes to an 

Assize trial) might get to know of the Hearing and, one might add, its possible 

consequences - is sufficient caveat to make the court extremely wary of lifting the 

injunction. 

We were asked to keep in the forefront of our mhds the judgment of Woolf J. that 

we have dealt with above. 

We have to consider for a moment the proceedings before the Disci pi inary Hearing 

are to be classified. 

In Saed v. Inner London Education Authority 1985 (1CR) 637 Papplewell J. said at 

page 645: 

"in my judgment proceedings before a disciplinary trlbunal are 

neither civll proceedings nor criminal proceedings withi:l Section 45 (of the 

Offences against the Person Act 1861)". 

We have some sympathy with Advocate O'Connell's argument. We must however 

come back to the letter of the lOth April, 1989: 

"The case t:) be considered by the Disciplinary Board will not relate 

to the charges of theft and false accounting which are the subject of 

criminal charges". 

And again the letter of the 11th April, 1989, which refers to:-

"this allec;ation (which) is regarded as an act of gross misconduct". 

If the Plaintiff chooses to say nothing at the Hearing the choice is hers but that 

perhaps is a totally unrealistic choice. She does appear on the face of it to have given 

some conflicting explanations to various of her employers at different times. The very 

fact that cheques were discovered in her desk and her private purse does in our view call 

for an explanation. It does not see'Cl to us that in requesting the explanation the Hearing 

is prejudging the criminal trial because it should not need to examine the matter in such 

exhaustive depth as a criminal trial demands. The apparent discrepancies between the 

accounts and the entries made by the Plaintiff have been discovered, the Defendant would 

say fortuitously discovered. If the Plaintiff were not to give a satlsfactcry explanation 

then the consequences vis-a-vis her employer might well be inevitable. That is not a 

question that we need to labour. We can only say that we are satisfied that there is 

nothing to prevent the Disciplinary Hearlng from taking place by reason of prejudice to 

the Plaintiff. If the Hear!ng were to be founded on tl-)e precise matters upon which the 
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Plaintiff stands charged we might well have hesitated. But the two matters are separate 

and dissimilar. Admissior~s of lrregularity have been made by the Plaintiff to the States 

Chief Internal Auditor and to one of his assistants. Those admissions alone are sufficient 

to justify a Disciplinary Hearing. The matter does not however end there. 

6. 'Le Crlminel tient le civil en etat.' 

Maxims are at best dangerous. 

at page 441 Lord Wright said:-

" I am induced here to quote the language of Lord Esher M .R. in Yarmouth 

v. France at page 63: "!detest the attempt to fetter the law by maxims. They are 

almost invariably misleading; they are for the most part, so large and general in 

their language that they always include somet!1ing which really is !"lot intended to 

be included in them". 

Fortunately we are moving away from a time in Jersey when 'naxims were held in 

sacred awe and almost regarded as if they were a rule of law to be followed slavishly at 

all times. 

We are most fortunate to have had this maxim exacnined in recer~t times by this 

Court in the very closely argued judgment of v. Hickmar~ (8th July, 1988, 

unreported). 

Advocate O'Connell placed before us a passage from Le Gras "Traite du Droit 

Contumier de l'!le de Jersey" where the teamed author says at page 426:-

"Si !'on percnettait a !'action civile de suivre son cours indeper~damment de 

!'action criminelle, la decision de la cour civile pourrait exercer une 

influence morale sur les juges ou les jures appeles a se prononcer sur !'action 

criminelle et faire pencher la balance po•Jr ou contre !'accuse v. Le Geyt. 

Tome 1. p. 95." 

It will be recalled that Le Gras has with great diligence gathered together in one 

chapter his "Recueil de Maximes." 

Advocate Wheiar~ counters with a definition of "action civile" from the French 

English Dictionary of Legal \"'ords and Phrases (1948) edited by A.W. Dair)'mple as 

follows: 

'"action civile": civil action for damages accruir~g to an injured person from 

an offence committed by another".' 

The defendant's argument, it will be recalled, has always bear~ that on the one har~d 

there is the question of a crimir~al trial involving dishor~estly or connotations of 

crimina!ity; on the other is the question of a disciplinary hearir~g arising under a contract 

of service where apparent irregularities have come to light, if, as the Deputy BaiHff said 

in Hickman v. Hickman "it is the decision" of the criminal proceedir~gs that must take 

preceder~ce there is nothing which prever~ts the hearing from appreciating the nature of 

the matters before it. Those matters seem to us to be tota!!y dissimilar fro'n matters 
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that are likely to concern the court at trial. Maxims at best (and we respectfully adopt 

the sentiments of Lord Wright ir, this matter), are indications of what the law is !ikelr to 

be; they are not to be adhered to rigidly as though they had the force of law. The 

allegation made by the Plaintiff that the Discip!inary Hearing w'll be making a finding of 

fact using the same or similar evider1ce as 'nay be adduced at the criminal trial is reading 

too much into the exchange of correspondence that was before the court. As we 

understand the purpose of the Disciplinary Hearing it is to establish whether the 

Defendant is justified in dismissing the Plaintiff for apparent and admitted irregularities. 

I should not need to go further than that. Whether or not Mr. Chambers and Mr. Pine! 

should be on the Disciplinary Hearing is not a question that we are prepared to answer. We 

will say that we are drawn ineluctably to the conclusion that even at the present stage of 

the proceedings the Defendant has complied with the rules of natural justice. We 

""' therefore have hesitation in raising the injunctions. We should say in passing that we do 
h 

not think it necessary having reached this stage to consider the balance of convenience 

point and we leave the questions raised under that heading "a la table". On the raising of 

tl1e injunction the whole action falls away. It was in our view not only supported by the 

injunctions obtained but is not sustainable for the reasons which we have adumbrated. 

The action did raise the question of whether the Defendant was acting ultra vires. 

We have dealt with that aspect as well as the reliance on natural jllstice. Because those 

points were properly raised, we are not 'Tlinded to give full indemnity costs but only taxed 

costs. 

We must express our thanks to both counsel for the way that this case has been 

presented, 

We need to be addressed by !l.dvocate Whelan on his request for an inquiry into 

damages. 
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